
Silver Package - $100

Gold Package - $200

Premium Package - $300

STRESSED + OVERWHELMED?
TIME TO GET CURIOUS

Luke will show your audience the power
of embracing life's challenges.

Known for his down to earth yet inspiring style, Luke draws
the audience in with stories that relate and evidence-
based, actionable strategies that transform how we look at
the business of being human. He has helped thousands of
people embrace their tribe, contribute with passion, and
improve self-awareness. 
Luke leaves your people with the hope, strategies and
motivation to cure burnout and change the areas of their
life that need to change.
Luke is the author of three books: Curious Habits, RESET and
Stress Teflon 

Luke Mathers transforms how people look at stress
and innovation. Using neuroscience, ancient
wisdom and the experience of 20+ years running
successful businesses, he has helped business
leaders, Olympians and elite athletes to harness the
power of stress.
Stress is not going away anytime soon. Building
resilience while uniting teams to thrive under
pressure is the only way to succeed. As Covid ends,
another wave of pressure is sure to come. We need
to change our stress habits because you can't stop
the waves, but you can learn to surf. 



TESTIMONIALS

Popular topics:
We can build a keynote for your specific needs, but these are what many clients are finding the
most beneficial for altering mindsets around stress and change.

Get in contact with Luke today!

Luke Mathers
Author and Keynote Speaker

It's great being you when stress
doesn't stick

M.  0415 450 941
E. luke@lukemathers.com.au
W. lukemathers.com.au

Luke provides insights that have taught

me how to break down my day-to-day

stresses and turn them into a process to

not only survive but thrive.

Mark Witheriff CBREE

"Luke's delivery was engaging and

authentic; he was able to draw in

personal examples that allowed for

lots of aha moments. Thank you, Luke; I

now have so many new tools after

hearing your talk." 

-Vicki Baston, business owner.

Specsavers

 

 Embracing stress is a game-

changer for both employee well-

being and business success."

-Greg Young

Founder Body Science

By showing t:eachers and kids how stress works

and how to get into the 'right state' to perform,

Luke provides the tools needed to THRIVE in the

pressure of exams and life." 

-Mason Hellyer,

Deputy Head Master Gregory Terrace

RESET Stress:
Turning stress

into a Superpower

 

Curious Habits: 
Taking the stress out

of innovation and
change

Curious Habits of
Happy People:
Finding joy in

unexpected places.


